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Introduction

• Dropout

 Fine-tuning PrLMs is apt to suffer from overfitting. (Large model v.s. Small data)

 Dropout that randomly dropping a proportion of units is a widely used regularizer

to mitigate overfitting.

 While existing research has rarely examined its effect on the self-attention

mechanism.



Introduction

• Attribution

 Attribution is an interpretability method that attributes predictions to the input

features.

Yaru Hao, et. al. Self-attention attribution: Interpreting information

interactions inside transformer. AAAI, volume 35, pages 12963–12971, 2021.

• Self-attention Attribution

 Integrated Gradient

 Provide a more accurate saliency

measure than attention score.



Introduction

• Prior Attribution Experiments

 Dropping low attribution positions makes the model fit the training data rapidly,

whereas it performs poorly on the development set. (Accelerate Overfitting)

 Dropping high attribution positions reduces the fitting speed significantly.



Introduction

• AD-DROP

 Attention positions are not equally important in preventing overfitting.

➢ Darker attention positions indicate higher attribution scores.

➢ Red-dotted boxes refer to candidate discard regions with high attribution scores.

➢ AD-DROP focuses on dropping positions in candidate discard regions.
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Methodology

• AD-DROP



Methodology

• Cross-tuning

original fine-tuning

AD-DROP
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Experiment

• Overall results

+1.98

+1.29

+0.87

+0.62



Analysis

• Ablation study

 Gradient-based attribution methods are

better than others.

 IGA outperforms GA in some cases.

 AD-DROP improves the original models

with any of the masking strategies.

 AD-DROP with pseudo labels for

attribution is preferable.

 Removing cross-tuning causes noticeable

performance degradation.
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Analysis

• Repeated Experiments

 AD-DROP achieves better performance 

with lower deviations.

• Hyperparameter Sensitivity

 RoBERTa with AD-DROP is 

more sensitive than BERT.



Analysis

• Few-shot Scenario

• Computational Efficiency

 AD-DROP with GA is more competitive than others.
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Conclusion

 We proposed AD-DROP to mitigate overfitting when finetuning PrLMs on

downstream tasks. AD-DROP focuses on discarding high attribution attention

positions to prevent the model from relying heavily on these positions to make

predictions.

 We proposed a cross-tuning strategy that performs the original finetuning and our

AD-DROP alternately to stabilize the finetuning process.

 Extensive experiments and analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of AD-DROP.
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